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The three other “Re” words are,
depending on who you talk to, 
virtually interchangeable. The 
degree of restoration, as with 
classic cars, varies enormously
depending on the end result desired. 

Our research begins with the 
manufacturers. In the USA Skyjack,
Snorkel, JLG and Genie are all now
offering some form of production
line refurbishments/rebuilds for 
aerial lifts and in some cases 
telehandlers. Snorkel and Skyjack
carry out factory based rebuilds
with Skyjack rebuilding JLG, Genie
and Snorkel booms in addition to
its own. JLG does some factory

rebuild, but also has local rebuild
centres within its Service plus 
business. Genie takes a slightly 
different approach and tends to
work with certain local outlets
rebuilding only Genie units.

Cranes lend themselves to ongoing
refurbishments and as a result is a
long established industry but the 
business tends to be much less 
production line based and more
local, with few manufacturers 
providing factory based refurbishments. 

In Europe only JLG has attempted
to replicate its North American
efforts with its rebuild centre in

Tonneins France. We spoke with
Walter van Winckel Director of
Equipment services at JLG. He is
the person responsible for JLG’s
rebuild/refurbishment programmes
in Europe. He told us that up until
now most of the refurbishment
work that has been carried 
out has been on machines traded
in by JLG distribution companies
and then sold in fully or partially
refurbished condition. 

the same unit after the factory 
refurbishment

A major trend emerging in North America is the reconditioning

and even rebuilding of older aerial work platforms, particularly

booms and big scissors. We take a look at refurbishment, 

repairs and rebuilds for Cranes, Telehandlers and Aerial lifts 

on this side of the pond.

Refurbishment
and rebuilding

r e f u r b i s h m e n t c&a

An old Snorkel 60ft Articulated boom
before and…

This JLG 4OH+6 is eight years old

First of all lets get the wording 
sorted out. Rebuilt, Reconditioned,
Refurbished, Restored they all
mean roughly the same thing in
general terms, although subtle
differences apply. A rebuild for
example, which is required by
law on older aerial lift equipment
in some countries, suggests a
full strip down, and then
reassembly with new or service
exchange  components. This can
be very costly, and only really
makes sense on the largest
equipment where the steel 
structure is a very large and
costly part of the machine.
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r e f u r b i s h m e n tc&aIn North American customers either
buy low cost used units at auction
or take units from their fleet and
send them to the manufacturers for
refurbishment, choosing the level of
work they want to have done from
a fixed price menu. JLG intends to
offer this same service from its
French base, but acknowledges that
it will need to build up the service
gradually. Van Winckel also recognises
that due to the cost of freight a 
single location will not be viable for
all levels of work for all of Europe.

The units coming out of Tonneins so
far have been largely JLG and the
quality of the finished product that
we saw was exceptional, with seven
and eight year old units looking
brand new. Whether such a high
degree of rebuilding is profitable,
only JLG knows but with deliveries
of new booms now seriously
extended the time might be just right.

NON!

Haulotte as the largest European
producer, said that they had no
plans to enter the rebuild or 
refurbishment market and in fact
hold strong views that this is a
negative development for the aerial
lift market. Haulotte prefer to see
ongoing improvements in new
machine safety and performance
force the regular upgrading of
rental fleets. The company says
that this is not a purely profit or
revenue based strategy based on
planned obsolescence. Haulotte
believe that if rental companies in
the western world are commercially
obliged to replace aerial lifts on a
regular basis in order to keep up
with a rapidly developing “state of
the art” this will not only help
improve safety but will also keep rental

rates at commercially viable levels. 

Most importantly, it believes that
such a policy provides a stream of
relatively young second hand lifts
for the developing markets of the
world and will thus help expand the
world wide market for safer access
equipment. Certainly at a faster
pace than if developing markets
have to rely on new product or
very old machines. To this end
Haulotte does see a benefit in 
having some form of refurbishment
programme in new EU member
states and further east, where
costs are lower and skilled labour
more readily available.

Regular rebuilds

Certain machines need rebuilds on
a far more frequent basis, such as
aerial lifts with insulated booms
which are often subjected to a strip
down inspection every five years.
Or Units used in hostile environments
such as shipyard blasting work or
in certain production processes
such as aluminium smelters or
steel coking ovens. Versalift the
van and vehicle mount producer
dedicates several of its UK production
bays to customer rebuilds and
refurbishments. Samuel Walker,
based in Manchester and Glasgow
also provides regular rebuilds for
machines that are subjected to
hostile working conditions.

The Crane market has for some
time had a strong rebuild and 
refurbishment culture given the cost
of the equipment and the need to
depreciate it over a longer period.
However unlike the aerial lift market
which is developing along production
line methods with complete makeovers,
crane refurbishment is far more 
of an individual and local affair,

with refurbishments going in stages,
with possibly a slew bearing and hoist
replacement or repair one year and
a boom overhaul a year or two later.
The past few years have seen a rapid
development in crane technology
with new lighter weight units with
longer booms obsoleting certain
older models and thus causing
companies to look at how much of
this on-the-go refurbishment they
carry out. A strong export market
to developing regions has allowed

many crane owners to sell cranes on,
prior to any need for refurbishment.  

Conventional lattice boomed cranes
have always been subject to ongoing
rebuilds, while the development of
modern hydraulic models some
years back made older units less
attractive for the rental industry,
there is a good market for such
machines with smaller ports and
end users. In Holland companies
like Adrighem & Barnhoorn make a
business of rebuilding older cranes
for stock, there is a ready market
for such units both in Europe as
well as further afield.

A seven year old JLG 600S

Purpose built 
crane facility

Of the three large mobile crane 
suppliers in the UK Liebherr has
invested a vast amount in its new
facility in Biggleswade, part of the
strategy for this new facility is to
be in a position to carry out more
rebuild and refurbishment work as
it builds its UK operation into a full
customer service operation. At
present Liebherr only refurbishes and
rebuilds its own cranes, apart from
work on units that it takes in trade.
The longer term plan though is to
build this part of the business up in
order to offer a refurbishment service
for all makes of crane. 

With its wide range of equipment
including large overhead cranes it
is ideally suited for larger work and
recently completed a slew ring
replacement on a 500 tonner within
two days.

Liebherr is also planning to offer a
wide range of crane training courses
starting off with Operator training
and expanding into appointed 
person, slinger/banskman and 
other programmes.

“A Manitowoc 4600 recently 
rebuilt by Adrighem&Barnhoorn”

Liebherr has developed a purpose built facility in the UK which will offer a wide range
of repairs and refurbishment work

Versalift carry out regular rebuild 
and recertification of insulated booms
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Samuel Walker

Vaughan Street Ind Est, Manchester, M12 5BT, T: 0161 230 8713, F: 0161 231 8430

w w w . s a m w a l k e r . c o m

Crane Safety Instrumentation

• Safe Load Indicators

• Anti-collision/Zoning Systems

• Wind Speed Meters

• Camera & Reversing Systems

• Data Loggers/Virtual Wall

• Rail Road Excavator Systems

See us on
stand 62

at SED 2005
www.sed.co.uk

enquiry@samwalker.com

Over 40 years experience

• Crane Service & Repair

• Grove Crane Support

• Crane Training

• Electronic Control Systems

• Replacement Crane Parts

• Transport Services

• Welding & Fabrication

• Structural Steelwork
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spend a high proportion of the new
cost to rebuild it.

This mentality can also affect
more recent machines especially
when a product that is no longer
available suffers an accident. A few 
companies in Holland the UK and
Germany are able to handle highly
sophisticated structural repairs
including dealing with twisted and
buckled chassis, re-welding and
repairing high yield steel booms
and other components, complete
with new certification. This makes
it possible and practical to repair all
but the very worst accident cases.
The only question is how much are
you willing to spend?

A growing 
pool of suppliers

One thing that helps make 
refurbishment or rebuilding an easier
task is the number of suppliers now
offering services such as structural
repairs and major component service
exchange. B&C reconditioning for
example not only reconditions almost
any slew bearing found on lifting
equipment but also hold a stock of
service exchange bearings for fast
change over and can provide new
bearings for most cranes, aerial
lifts and 360 telehandlers.

Hydraulic cylinders and hoists are
also an area where rebuild or service
exchange can be the best option,
particularly on an older machine or
where delivery on a new cylinder
might be extremely slow or expensive.

For example large telescope cylinders
that are made in North America 
or the Far East are not only cost
prohibitive to ship by air, but most
airlines will not or simply cannot carry
them. Companies like Samuel Walker
and Kohler in Germany will repair
even the most badly damaged cylinders.

Refurbishing 
the paintwork 

With most UK rental companies
painting their equipment in company
colours, one area that comes up for
refurbishment more often than users
would like is the paintwork. The UK
is a relatively inexpensive location
for full machine repaints, certainly
compared to Germany or Scandinavia.
However an increasing problem is
the workload that specialist painting
companies have. Particularly for
cranes and larger truck mounted

All Terrains need to
be moved on sooner

The conversion of the UK crane hire
fleet from Truck to All Terrain cranes
is also causing a change in approach.
A number of hirers we spoke to
said that ideally All Terrain cranes
need to be changed out every five
years or so, as this is the age when
maintenance costs start to rise rapidly
on the expensive carriers. If this
practice takes root and proves to be
viable the demand for major crane
refurbishment work could fall rather
than climb. However if the government
gets its way and cranes have to start
using fully taxed diesel we could see
a drop in the mileage that UK cranes
rack up, currently the highest in Europe.
With lower mileage perhaps the five
year cost cross over will go away?

A contrary trend affects some
machines that are not easily replaced,
for example many companies are
holding on dearly to their Japanese
truck mounted cranes and will
refurbish the better ones for as long
as it is practical, given that it is not
possible to buy new ones.

This idea of holding on to a loved
machine was also raised by a number
of the rebuild companies we spoke
to. Samuel Walkers said that a good
number of the crane and access
machines that they completely
refurbish are older units from end
users. The machine they own is
likely to have proved to be ideal for
the job and they would rather

platforms. Not only can the wait be
long and the cost high, but the
worst case can be the down time.
Times of two to three weeks from
coming off its last hire to going 
out again was quoted by several
companies for a full repaint of a 
mid sized crane.

This makes the job exceptionally
expensive and in these days of
tight margins can blow a machines
profitability in one go. Last year
Future Products began importing
an alternative called Dakota Shine,
while nothing like a proper blast and
repaint job, it does restore the shine
and colour to a faded/oxidised
machine. The other benefit is that
any touch up work done prior to the
application of the Dakota shine, 
(a practice that usually makes the
machine look worse than before)

A Genie boom arrives for mid life refurbishment at Sam Walkers

A Skyjack 9250 after a 
Sam Walker refurbishment

A skylift truck mount gets its gloss 
back after a Dakota shine treatment.

blends in well with the existing
paintwork and is well worth doing.
Dakota shine has been adopted and
branded by Caterpillar and used in
the USA by most of the big crane
and access companies including All
Erection and Sunbelt. (See Cranes &

Access on site test June/July 2004)

In summary

We have been very impressed with
the quality of rebuild work that the
major manufacturers are doing and
amazed at how fast the trend has
taken off in the USA. Skyjack for
example are currently working towards
70 full refurbishments a month and
have a huge backlog of units waiting
to go through its programme.

Haulotte though also make a good
point, perhaps the aerial lift industry
should be aiming to get back to a
position where it is profitable to turn
units over every five years with the
intent that lower cost refurbished units
can help speed up the development
of new markets in Eastern Europe,
South America, India and other
Asian markets. Interestingly the
import of used machines into China
is officially highly restricted to the
point of an effective ban.

While refurbished booms are currently
helping cover the shortage of new
units in the USA, several rental
companies there told us that rates for
large scissors are currently so poor
that it is only by buying cheap used
machines and having them refurbished
that they can turn a profit. This latter
practice clearly has a limited time to
run and cannot be good for the long
term health of the industry.

Boom and structural repairs are available from a number of specialised suppliers.



3 New Telescopic Lifting Gantries
Our Telescopic Lifting Gantries answer today’s
requirements concerning stability, linear propulsion and
corrective synchronized operation. 

There are 3 new releases: SL60, SL125 and SL250 ranging in
capacity from 60 to 250Te in the final stage on 4 units. Ask for
prices and compare the properties. That will make it easy for
you to decide.

A broad range of Strandjacks
The production of Strandjacks is our core-business.
Hydrospex Strandjacks range from 15 to 900Te per
unit for 15.7mm or 18mm strands. 
You can get them with our advanced and proven
SCC control system which allows for one-man-
operation of up to 60 Strandjacks simultaneously.
More then 400 Hydrospex Strandjacks are used by
world leading Heavy Lift companies. They find
them unbeatable in price and performance.

Hydrospex Heavy Lift Equ
Power is nothing without con

More information? 
Call +31 74 242 20 45,
fax +31 74 243 03 38,
e-mail info@hydrospex.nl 
or visit www.hydrospex.com

With our new Intelli-Lift we
offer you the safest wireless
control system for the
operation of all makes of 4
points lifting gantries. The
control unit enables you to
read the stroke, lift and load
per unit. Overload and

Breaking news Breaking news 

3 New Telescopic Lifting Gantries

A broad range of Strandjacks

More information? 
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Spindle Jacks make lift-and-
lock obsolete
We surprised the market with the first
Spindle Jacks in July 2003. Meanwhile we
have delivered 42 units. Our electrical
powered spindles are used in lifting
gantries with a capacity of 400Te in the
final stage. 
The SCC control system gives you the
highest reliability with a
mechanically locked system
over the complete stroke.
Don’t worry about leaking,
there are no hydraulics.
The roller system for linear
propulsion is simply the very
best. And the price is a joke in
comparison to quotations
you’ll get for conventional systems.

New skid roller system
Answering the demand of the market we’ve developed a completely
new Skid Roller System. It is based upon a self propelled Hillman roller
operated by frequency invertors and electric motors. Thanks to the
low footprint load it can be used on practically all Skidtracks. 

Hydrospex rollers can be applied under our
HSP1000 Spindle Jack, Towerlift systems and in
regular skidding jobs.

uipment
ntrol

As leading manufacturer of Heavy Lift equipment and
partner in projects like the erection of the London Wheel
and the salvage of the Kursk we invite you to choose
from our complete range of Heavy Lift equipment. Our
equipment is used in petrochemical, off shore and infra-
structural projects all over the world. It meets the highest
standard in quality, automation and safety.

unsynchronised motions
are automatically
corrected. 
All Hydrospex Telescopic
Lifting Gantries are
delivered with the
Intelli-Lift control
system

Hydrospex Cylap BV 
PO Box 421, 

7550 AK Hengelo, 
the Netherlands

about the intelli-Liftabout the intelli-Lift

Spindle Jacks make lift-and-
lock obsolete

New skid roller system
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